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ʼ๑௹ҸܹᑞథᬌМՂ

Who we are
Sunsys was established in 2007. Factory located at Songjiang District in Shanghai. With the
modern production plant , we have the capacity of manufacruring 20M watt solar modules
per year. We aim to offer best quality products and services all around the world.
Our company was dedicated in research, manufacture, distribution, and service about the
solar modules and solar system.We are determined to be the manufacturer and supplier
for solar modules.
We noticed that renewable energy is a key problem which effect the global environment
and development in the future. Thus all of us are charged with the responsibility about the
supply of future energy and working hard on this.

ੇ͂௦ឹ
௹ҸܹᑞథᬌМՂበࣱ̅Ḟࢹԇڮᖿ̅ʼ๑ࣉౚӜǌМՂథဗ̼ӐಕэԇੜḞХࣱ̖ܫЍၦ
ܹᑞጷ͇ၶ̖ᑞҦǌМՂ̾ၶ̖ᰳ᧙ᄉֵ̖̾ԢଡΘᰳֵᄉనҫ˝ைḞၶ̖ᄉܹᑞጷֵ͇̖ᤉᩘˆ
ႌՉڠǌ
МՂڃᒰҦܹ̅ᑞጷ͇֖Џ͑ःၸጆፑᄉᆐԦǋ҃ᤴǋᩘ֖ՐనҫḞ˃ซ˝ܹᑞጷ͇ᄉ҃ᤴ֖
ᩘǌ
ੇ͂ᝢ˝Ժఢ̼ளᑞຸ௦ʶ˓С᪃ᄉǋॕֽКီలဖγ֖Ԧࡘᄉ᫇ᮤḞځੇ͂РՎᐪ᠆ᅋᝌфలᑞຸΘ
ःᄉ᧗ܷ᠉͉Ḟࣲ˝ʿறҰҦǌ
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What we do
As an honest manufacturer of solar modules, we
select cells from domestic and oversea suppliers
which have great reputation. We have built up our
whole production line for solar modules, based on
stable cooperation with solar material suppliers .

Values

Farsight, Actual Effect, Solidarity, Sincerity
This is our core values for enterprise, and the standard for individual behavior.
Through the whole development history of Sunsys, "Farsight, Actual Effect, Solidarity,
Sincerity" is Sunsys core values. With this values, Sunsys can keep sustainable development with steady steps.

Sunsys can manufacture the new-level pv modules
with high efﬁciency mono and poly crystalline
silicon modules in the range from 10 watt to 260
watt. We also offer tailor made service base on
standard product panels to meet clients’ different
requests.

͈Ϙ
ᤉࠃڃፆᄽន
ڙ௹ҸḞੇ͂̾ᤉǋࠃǋڃፆǋᄽនͺ˝͌ˉᄉನॶ͈ϘḞࣲ̾ᛥ᧙͌ˉᛠ˝ǋ˓̠ᛠ˝ᄉൣᆷˀ
ՠǌ

ੇ͂ϡ̣˥

ڙ௹ҸԜǋဗڙԢలᄉஞ˓ԦࡘԊር˖Ḟþᤉǋࠃǋڃፆǋᄽនÿ௦௹Ҹ̠ःݼጻᥕ९ᄉನॶ͈Ϙ
এḬᤉḞ௦௹ҸγԺ፝Ԧࡘᄉ᧗᜵͈ϘএḭࠃḞ௦௹Ҹڙᤁᖸ˖ซ᧗ࠃᬄᄝᄉ᧗᜵ᛥ᧙ಕэḭڃ

ੇ͂௦នࠃߵζᄉܹᑞጷ͇ၶ̖Ḟ᧓᠓ڍЮܰᅻՏᄉႂྞ˝ԓḞథ߸ஞᄉጷ͇ၶ̖ึපጲḞˀڍЮ

ፆḞ௦௹Ҹҩःࠪࢼܷૌੌᄉʿ̃˧ᤤḭᄽនḞ௦௹Ҹሶϣᤁᖸᄉᯪᤤ͈Ϙǌ

ܰᅻՏᄉܹᑞֵ̖ᦏࠑథሶ߿ԣݝᄉՋͺСጆǌ௹Ҹథ̯ၦҁၦḞణளʶ̼ᰳᣀ૰ညᄉܲంᆩ֖
Ӭంᆩܹᑞႂഴڰጷ͇ᄉၶ̖ᑞҦǌ
ᤇ̎ႂഴᦏڰ௦᧓ၸፂዴૌጹᤤᄉḞၸణளᄉ҃ᤴึርḞ߶֖᧙ڙКழ᭦Ḟ໗ᡛణːಪᄉڍᬄಕ
эǌМՂԺ̾˝ࠆਖ਼ڙಕэֵ̖ጷ͇ʼᤈᛠྱѾᝠ҃धԦǌ
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నҫԢᝌфழ
௹Ҹͺ˝ʶࠑڍᬄܹᑞጷ͇˃ˉ҃ᤴḞњύЎᤈᄉశǋӫᡔᄉֵ֖බ፝ፂᖸǋᓡॶԦࡘᄉੌ႔ழ᧪Ḟ
ሤԦࡘКီᄉᖸᩘᎩፎ֖ጷत˃ˉᰳᄉڍᬄᩘڃǌ
МՂֵ̖ѢԯҁКီՉڠǌੇ͂ᄉࠆਖ਼థጆፑᬶǋࢹˉǋйˉǋࠑऐǋζǋႂҦǋ̓ኍܷഴၸႂᄉ
͌ˉԢ˓̠ǌ
ᬣᅋڍᬄᑞຸӿ֖ၿ࠭ᒰᄉဖܑӿᄉᄝːḞ௹Ҹ࣎భᑞڙԺ፝Ԧࡘᮖ۪ϡѢʶ߿ᄉ᠇ǌ˝Ḟ
ᒬࣁᄉᑞҦ֖ፂᰍḞੇ͂࠱ཤཁᬶ˖ڙ౿Ժఝளᑞຸᤇ˓КီСซᄉ᫇ᮤʼḞᤈиܹᑞЏ͑ጷ͇ᮖ
۪ǌ

௹Ҹ௦Ժζᠺܹᑞጷ͇ΘःḞੇ͂ᒰҦ̅˝ࠆਖ਼ଡΘᰳ᧙ᄉܹᑞᝌфழǌ

Mission
Honesty and Win-Win, Sustainable Cycle
In pursuit of external environment of harmonious development.

ጊѓयܹᑞጷ͇௦᭣࣡Ժ᭤ǋі˪Б፤એᄉႂຸጆፑǌ߱Ժ̾ઁܹᑞࡉԺᑞᰳညᄉᣀӐ˝ႂᑞϱߚǌឞ
ጆፑၸ̅ᤉርࠑࡏଌ҃ጆፑǋපณǋ͓᫋̓ࢹХǋ̓ζՁ༤ǋႂζጆፑ֖Ф̴ˉःၸጆፑЌႂǌឞഴ
ڰథ̯ၦҁၦᄉ᭦Θᤤસǌ
ஞͳयܹᑞጷ͇᭣࣡Ջ߶ᜈڙథዜۋᄉतኒ˖Ḟ̯ࠑऐͰ߳ҁܷˉۋጆፑǌௐ࠺ЦᬵᄉᳫᓣᏧᗯᓣ
ܹᑞႂፆՋᄆᓣᏧᩏᓣᄉഴڰಳḞ३ܹᑞഴڰˀतኒፆౝ߸ᎾᚷՋᄉՎௐ̖ၶຸຸʿறᄉညᑞ
ຸǌឞഴڰథ̯ၦҁၦᄉ᭦Θᤤસǌ

Sunsys always make honesty, win-win and sustainable cycle as his important mission and
precondition. We are in pursuit of stable cooperation relationship with our partner, promote stable and long-term development, we are trying our best to provide product and
service with high quality, and be active in the ﬁeld of solar energy, to win respect from the
industry and market.


នζԤᡄ९ဖබ፝
ੇ͂ᤜය֖ះԦࡘᄉܰᦉဖܑḬሤሕនζԤᡄᄉՋͺǋҺ̅ᐪ᠆९ဖබ፝ᄉԦࡘ᠉͉ǌ
௹Ҹݼጻ̾ڱនζԤᡄǋ९ဖබ፝˝͌ˉᐪ᠆ᄉ᧗᜵֖ԦࡘґଡḬੇ͂ҦයˀՋͺ͖ͦतበሤሶϣᄉ
ՋͺСጆḞΧᤈՋͺԤழ᫁ᤉሶ߿ᄉԦࡘḞሕនζԤᡄᄉՋͺḭੇ͂ቩҦ˝ᛠˉࣉڣଡΘᰳֵᄉֵ̖
ˀనҫḞበং˝ܹᑞᛠˉሤาᡣᄉʶ͊ߔḞࣲᐪ᠆९ဖබ፝ᄉԦࡘ᠉͉ǌ
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Our minds

2002, United Power Technology Co., Ltd. Established in Hong Kong(UPT)
2003, Introduction of the Heat Exchange System and Heat Pump into China
2004, Enter the ﬁeld of Solar Energy
2005, Engaged in Polysilicon and Solar Modules trade
2006, Engaged in trade of Polysilicon, Silicon Rod, Solar Cells and Panels
2007, Invest on building factory(SUNSYS) in Shanghai
2008, Annual output reach 15MW, Pass ISO9001 Quality Certiﬁcate
2009, Create our own brand(SENSOL), Pass CE certiﬁcate, Apply for TUV and IEC61215
Quality Certiﬁcate

Our steps

ੇ͂ᄉԦࡘԊር
ࣱḞᐎՋҮҦశḚ˖ڍḛథᬌМՂڙᯭຠበ
ࣱḞ࠱ˆႌణЎᤈབ̓૰ጆፑˀབณलᤈ˖ڍ
ࣱḞၿܹᑞᬶབᤈЙܹᑞԦႂᮖ۪
ࣱḞ̯̂ܲంᆩԓᄉᤈԯˀܹᑞጷ͇ᄉѢԯ
ࣱḞ̯̂ܲంᆩǋᆩೡǋܹᑞႂྞˀጷ͇ᄉᤈѢԯ
ࣱḞઅᠪጷत҃ᤴԇḞ௹ҸܹᑞథᬌМՂڙʼ๑በḞ߸̯ҁၶ̖ᄉᣀሧ
ࣱḞࣱ̖᧙ҁ.8Ḟ*40᧙ᝢ
ࣱḞѸበᒬࣁᄉֵྠ4&/40-Ḟ$&᧙ᝢḞႁឯ567ǋ*&$᧙ᝢ
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Sunsys have received the trust and sustain from glabal partners not only just by the
honest back ground and good reputation, but also caused by the advanced manufacture
technology and the dedicated attitude. To guarantee the quality of our products, we using
the best device and function of management in every tache. Such as every set of our
modules have been checked carefully and integrity with inspect devices.
We are trying hard to advance and improve the workline, in order to work up and
consummate the quality ensure system.
These characters help us gain the conﬁdence from investors and purchasers.

Core
competencies

ನॶባ́Ҧ

Visions
Insight the needs of solar energy, Provide the high quality
service
Trying to be a professional energy agency. We understand clearly the needs for solar
energy market, and provide high quality service of both manufacturing and application.
Sunsys is doing great effort and try to be a professional energy agency, which can understand clearly the needs for solar energy market, and provide high quality service of both
manufacturing and application. Strong market discernment is our basis, to provide professional and characteristic service of manufacturing and application is our preconditionprerequisite to grow strong.

ਜ
วܹᑞᭉයଡΘᰳֵనҫ
˝ʶࠑஏᩨวܹᑞࣉڣᭉයḞࣲଡΘᰳֵֵ̖҃ᤴ֖ःၸనҫᄉ˃ˉᑞຸౝǌ

௹Ҹᑞܴᡄ३ڍᬄҫ͖ͦᄉζᠺ֖ஂḞʿຸ̨ᒬМՂនζԺ᭤ᄉᐿˀᓡݝᄉܥḞఝ˝ځМՂథဗ̼
Ӑᄉၶ̖ܫḞЎᤈᄉၶ̖ࢹᓧ֖ዴᄝයዴᄉখऎǌ˝γᬩֵֵ̖ᄉݼጻݟʶḞ௹Ҹڙၶ̖ᄉՉ˓ဖᓫ˖Ḟ

௹ҸᒰҦ̅˝ʶࠑᑞܴஏᩨวܹᑞࣉڣᭉයḞࣲଡΘளᑞֵຸ̖҃ᤴˀःၸనҫᄉ˃ˉӐౝǌ

᧓ڨၸЎᤈᄉၶ̖֖ܫክူழกḞੇ͂Ѣ̖ᄉඇݒႂጷ͇ḞᦏፂܲࢹᓧڙጲᜈᎵᤈᛠ߸ஞᏪːಪኘ

ڙ௹ҸḞஏᩨวܹᑞࣉڣᭉය௦ੇ͂३̾ڙᛠˉЮበᡛᄉఴḭᏪڙ۲ᆨʼḞ˝ࣉڣଡΘ˃ˉӐǋథྱ

ᤤǌ

ཁᄉֵ̖҃ᤴˀःၸనҫḞѶ௦௹ҸలԦࡘܷܤᄉॸ᜵ґଡǌ

ੇ͂ҰҦࠪၶ̖ึርᄉ͕፝Ӑ֖இᤈḞᤩतበಕэӐͺˉૈ࠭ಕэ֖߸ؒᄉ᧙γᬩͳጆḞ̯Ꮺγᬩ
ֵ̖ᄉ͕ᓡֵǌ
ੇ͂ᄰζ࠱Ўᤈᄉመߥశᣀ૰͕Ժ᭤ᄉֵ̖Ḟʶึᄉၶ̖࠱ܫԺଡΘఝζᠺᄉֵγᬩǌᤇሗӫᡔֵ
ᄉᝧੇ͂ᡄ३˿અᠪᏧ֖᧓᠓ᄉζॶǌ
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Services
& solutions
As a global professional manufacturer of solar modules, Sunsys is building a global
distribute web and established a global team.
The products export all over the world. The clients include the system integrator, industry,
agriculture, service, domestic and so on who from different areas.

Spirit
Perspective of overall situation and being farsighted
We encourage every employee to have their own abundant thoughts. Perspective of
overall situation and farsighted is the key point of them.
Sunsys encourage every employee to pursue materials, pursue position, pursue self-value.
We believe they will memorize "sense of ownership, self-conscious, intiative, creative,
responsibility" in their minds. Everyone of them is indispensable component of Sunsys.

ዴᇷ
ᑛథКࡌॶጆܷల
ੇ͂ώࣲ࠭ᝢՎ௹Ҹ̠ڙЮॶˆႌᄉ˗ᄜࠜᯓḬሕþᑛథКࡌǋॶጆܷలÿᄉ௹ҸዴᇷḞڙ௹ҸᓁԻʼ

With the increasing of greenhouse gas emission and the global energy crisis, Sunsys is
eager to serve in this renewable ﬁeld.

ᓁѢዴॐ̠ၶǌ
ڙ௹ҸḞੇ͂ᝢՎඇ˓տᤜයྫྷǋᤜයͮڠǋᤜයᒬੇ͈ϘࠃဗᄉЮڙᭉයḭՎௐੇ͂ᄰζḞඇ˓௹Ҹ̠

Compact solar modules are a reliable, virtually maintenance-free power supply designed
to convert sun light into electricity at the highest possible efﬁciency. These systems are
ideal for charging storage batteries to power remote homes, pumps, recreational vehicles,
boats, trafﬁc lights, telecommunications systems and other consumer and commercial
applications. From 10w to 160w there are specs of such modules for choice.

ڙᤜයЮڙᭉයࠃဗᄉՎௐḞ˶ॸ߿͗ᝢԺþ˞̠Ꮟዴᇷǋᒬবǋ˞ҮবǋѸᤴব֖᠉͉ॶÿᤇ͕̎ሑᄉዴ
ᇷֵǌ

Integrated solar modules are ideal for installation on all types of buildings, from residential
to large scale commercial systems. The stylish dark or blue solar cells, combined with
black or silvery white module frames, allow the modules to blend in with the buildings
architecture while producting energy at exceptional efﬁciencies. The modules are
available from 160 watts to 260 watts panles. Both feature junction box out put cables,
a heavy-duty box-style anodized aluminum frame.
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